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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, Green Communications has been introduced as an
appealing approach to achieve the maximum degree of energy
efficiency in new generation heterogeneous networks. To achieve
the effective resource management, this paper suggests a novel
approach to joint optimal power allocation and user association
techniques in which cells are powered via a common grid network
and alternative energy resources. This research focuses on resource
assignment in energy-cooperated heterogeneous systems with
non-orthogonal multiple access so that the quality of experience
indexes are assumed to be bounded during multicell multicast
sessions. The solution to the introduced problem has been devel-
oped to a mixed-integer programming framework in which the
goal function is solved based on a Lagrangian convex optimization
method by considering user association constraints. The effective-
ness of the suggested approach has been confirmed by the
numerical results and we compared the complexity of the pro-
posed model to those of the conventional schemes. Also, the
results reveal that non-orthogonal multiple access can provide
greater energy efficiency than orthogonal multiple access in het-
erogeneous wireless networks.

1. Introduction

In order to increase the energy efficiency in the next generation heterogeneous
networks, the context of green resource management is a promising approach in
which the physical resources of one network provider, for example, spectrum,
power, and infrastructure, are shared among different service providers, also called
slices. Generally, each slice comprises of a set of users, and has its own quality-of-
service (QoS) requirements. To harvest the potential advantages of the network,
effective resource allocation is a major concern, which has been drawing a lot of
attention in recent years [1]. Also, because of the increase in fast speed services
such as the Internet of Things and mobile data services, a large percentage of user
equipment (UE) will be connected to next-generation cellular networks [2]. This
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will cause an unprecedented increase in general energy consumption by adding a
huge number of subscribers [3]. The latest researches about global energy con-
sumption patterns indicate that one-tenth of all energy consumed is for data
transfer and telecommunications. Furthermore, global environmental issues such
as uncontrolled use of carbon fuel are a significant concern and greener
approaches must be considered to increase network performance based on effi-
cient energy consumption patterns. Among the novel approaches, the use of
renewable energy as an alternative resource is a viable approach [4].

The current grid energy consumption of next-generation cellular networks
can be significantly reduced by permitting each evolved node-B (eNB) to
change the energy consumption model and pick up energy from alternative
energy sources (for example, wind or solar power). Furthermore, promoting
energy-based cooperation among eNBs using a smart grid infrastructure can
increase the efficiency of an alternative energy distribution scheme [5].

Most of the current schemes have focused on analyzing the resource
allocation problem in a single-cell scenario. However, in practice, the coverage
of a specific region may require a set of BSs, in a multicell scenario. The key
question in such a multicell scenario is how to allocate the resources to
maintain the QoS of each slice, while improving the total performance of the
network over a specific region. In this paper, we consider a multicell OFDMA-
based heterogeneous network where the coverage of the region is provided by
a set of BSs serving different groups of users belonging to different slices.

1.1 Related Works and Motivation

We can claim that the presented approach lies along joint of twomajor concepts in
green resource management. In the aforementioned works, the BS assignment
algorithm is separated from the subcarrier allocation, while joint subcarrier and
power allocation is applied for multicell scenario. Compared to this approach, we
consider multilayer energy control which jointly assigns the BS and subcarrier for
each user and then allocates power allocation to network entities. Furthermore, we
consider the implementation limitations of multicell OFDMA networks by pro-
posing new constraints. Although using new energy resources appears to be an
alternative to the current grid energy in next-generation mobile networks, some
critical issues exist such as how to become used new energies in eNBs and radio
resource management circumstances [6]. With the ability to harvest alternative
(renewal) energy in the network, base stations will pick up variable levels of the
alternative resource because of the fluctuating nature of such alternative power
resources. But when the alternative energy dedicated to the eNB fails to be
consistent with the traffic load, the harvested energy will not be sufficient to
meet user requirements. Under these conditions, some subscribers should be
handed over to more distant eNBs having sufficient energy, although service
will be affected by signal-level degradation. Also, some eNBs may have more
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accessible energy, based on weather and environmental conditions, in which the
unusable power will be wasted. However, integrating eNBs with massive power
storage systems will impose additional costs on the network [7] and the deploy-
ment of storage devices cannot resolve energy fluctuations in the architecture of
the distributed cell layer in multicarrier mobile networks. So, power-sharing and
energy cooperation among the eNBs through power management strategies may
be the only viable solution [8]. Power-sharing in a point-to-multipoint transmis-
sion scenario has previously been investigated [5,8,9].

Ulukus studied one-way resource sharing and power transfer through a
multi-direction Gaussian channel using multiple access techniques [9]. This
was extended to a cooperative energy model based on two-way energy transfer
pattern by Hussein Al Haj [5]. A valuable energy-cooperated approaches by Liu
[10] implemented based on multiple access techniques CDMA/OFDMA and
relay-based multiple access channels in the networks. Deng in [11] presented a
novel resource cooperation method in cognitive radio wireless networks in
which the performance of the scheme was evaluated from spectrum efficiency
and energy management perspectives. The potential of renewable energy man-
agement and alternative power cooperation in next-generation cellular networks
is now being taken into consideration and a significant number of researchers
have formulated energy cooperation frameworks and the related optimization
problems. One valuable work that combines energy efficiency and spectrum
assignment has been presented by Xu [7], who introduced an energy-aware
spectrum sharing scheme among neighbor cellular networks. The authors also
tried to solve the convex optimization problem to minimize the cost of energy
distribution and spectrum sharing. Mohajer in [12] formulated a new power
control scheme in a distributed eNB layer in which energy demand of eNBs and
the picked-up energy is assumed to be deterministic.

The aim of Huang in [13] was to minimize the cost of an energy exchange
framework through a categorized-prices smart grid. The target of Zhang [14]
was to maximize the total transmission rate by solving convex optimization
problems in which eNBs are distributed in a coordinated cluster. Bingyu [15]
formulated the goal functions to achieve the optimal value for the mean cost of
the resources exchanged by eNBs. The Lyapunov dynamic optimization model
was applied here instead of statistical analysis of the transmission channels.

Not only the most reviewed studies were static, based on a solid founda-
tion, but also, previous studies had only considered energy cooperation and
power-sharing in new-generation mobile networks with orthogonal multiple
access (OMA) technology and had ignored non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) for energy cooperation in multicarrier mobile networks. Multiple
access techniques in cellular mobile networks enable the system to share
accessible resources such as bandwidth, power, and time between subscribers
within a distinct resource control algorithm [16]. Multiple access techniques
can be divided in terms of orthogonality into twofold OMA and NOMA
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schemes. In the OMA approach, power, time, and frequency resources are
assigned orthogonally in order to decrease the intercell/intra-cell interfer-
ence. Resource allocation in NOMA is based on exploiting domains such as
code and power and the most effective specification of this approach is
related to saving bandwidth and time resources [17]. One major difference
between NOMA and OMA is spectral efficiency; thus in NOMA, eNBs are
permitted to serve multiple subscribers at a same time at a distinct frequency.

The main topic of the current research is improvement of network perfor-
mance with NOMA technology with a focus on resource management. In a
scenario withmultiple users and one serving base station, the system approaches
the ideal level of downlink energy efficiency by achieving optimal value for goal
function [18]. This work has been extended to increase the network capacity
using MIMO to multiply the downlink throughput. This research has shown
that the quality of experience (QoE) in NOMA systems is one of themost critical
indexes. Tabassum [19] suggested an adaptive downlink/uplink resource alloca-
tion framework and a dynamic power control formulated for dual stream
wireless networks in which the average downlink throughput and outage timing
constraints were bounded. Wu [20] has proposed a novel approach in distrib-
uted resource control by solving iterative convex optimization problems with the
goal of minimizing transmission power and providing acceptable rate fairness.

In addition to investigating schemes for optimized resource allocation, other
studies [21–23] have focused on joint resource control and power allocation in
NOMA systems as a new concept beyond current resourcemanagement. Di [21]
applied a combination of subcarrier allocation and resource assignment to
achieve the optimal point of the overall network consuming energy. Jiang [22]
solved the resource/subchannel assignment problem to minimize the total
dedicated power. Lei [23] introduced a suboptimal framework as a centralized
multicarrier scheme for maximizing total capacity in NOMA systems under a
single eNB scenario. Despite the valuable researches conducted on the architec-
ture and configuration of non-orthogonal systems, cooperative resource man-
agement in this kind of networks has not been discussed. User association (UA)
is relevant to user grouping and specification of base stations to each user group
for transmission management [24] and the number of users assigned to each
base station has a significant effect on system performance and energy-efficiency
in NOMA systems. Resource control techniques also have a significant role in
intra-cell/intercell interference coordination and using resource control techni-
ques the QoE for users located at the cell edges will improve and subscriber
satisfaction will increase accordingly.

1.2 Challenges and Contributions

Generally, most of the current works have focused on analyzing the resource
allocation problem in a single-cell VWN scenario, but in the proposed model, to
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achieve the effective resource management, we suggested a novel approach to
joint optimal power allocation andUA techniques in which cells are powered via
a common grid network and alternative energy resources. This research focuses
on resource assignment in energy-cooperated heterogeneous systems with
NOMA so that the QoE indexes are assumed to be bounded during multicell
multicast sessions. The solution to the introduced problem has been developed
to a mixed-integer programming framework in which the goal function is solved
based on a Lagrangian convex optimization method by considering UA con-
straints. Although some studies have examined resource management and
power control in conventional OMA systems, cooperative resource manage-
ment in NOMA systems remains an open problem, particularly from the UA
perspective. Most current non-orthogonal systems are based on single site
scenarios [18-23] and the effect of intercell and external interference in practical
multicarrier mobile networks has not been discussed, while intercell interference
has a major effect on network functionality.

Scenarios such as those for Parsaeefard [25] have used joint resource allocation
and UA in current OMA mobile networks and single site NOMA networks [26].
Previous schemes have not considered radio frequency characteristics of multicell
non-orthogonal networks and do not seem to be effective. Also, current studies on
UA-based alternative energy harvesting scenarios [27] merely consider the design
of UAs in OMA systems without power-sharing and resource cooperation. It can
be concluded joint UA and resource control in an energy-cooperative multicell
network with NOMA has not been thoroughly addressed so far. While consider-
ing these concepts, the current article addresses energy-cooperative resource
allocation and UA problems in two-layered heterogeneous mobile networks
with NOMA. The main contributions of this article are:

In target scenario in a multi layered NOMA heterogeneous network in which a
high-power macro eNB is the serving base station for distributed small cells and
pico cells, each eNB will be powered by both the usual grid energy and alternative
energy (solar energy or wind power) and cells can share the renewable energy
among themselves. This novel approach goes beyond conventional resource
allocation and power control concepts to optimize the UA, downlink transmission
power, energy exchanged among eNBs, and consumption of the grid resource
with the goal of achieving energy efficiency for the overall network in addition to
satisfying user QoE constraints. This research focuses on resource assignment in
energy-cooperated heterogeneous systems with NOMA so that the QoE indexes
are assumed to be bounded duringmulticell multicast sessions. The solution to the
introduced problem has been developed to a mixed-integer programming frame-
work in which the goal function is solved based on a Lagrangian convex optimiza-
tion method by considering UA constraints. Next, a hybrid cooperative power
control and UA algorithm is suggested to further maximize energy efficiency. The
functionality of the proposed algorithms is compared with previous schemes for
samples without alternative energy management and cooperative energy schemes
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such as fractional transmission power allocation (FTPA). The experimental results
prove that although the complexity of our algorithm is restricted, this model can
provide significant improvement in energy efficiency. The proposed resource
management and power control framework comprehensively considers the effect
of intercell/intra-cell interference in contrast to current schemes. Furthermore, by
applying the proposed algorithm, more diversity gain and eNB densification gain
will be achievable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the systemmodel and
problem formulations are introduced. Section 3 presents the framework of the
proposed resource management with fixed downlink transmission power. Section
4 demonstrates the cooperative energy resource allocation scheme with dynamic
UA and the proposed combined adaptive resource control and UA approaches.
Simulation results and their detailed analysis will be presented in Section 5 and
finally, conclusion and future works will be mentioned in Section 6.

2. System Architecture and Problem Formulation

This section presents the systemmodel for resource allocation, energy harvesting,
cooperative resource management, and UA in heterogeneous NOMA networks.

2.1 Downlink Transmission Model

Figure 1 shows the two-layered cooperative energy heterogeneous network
with a macro base station (MBS) and distributed pico base stations (PBSs).
The number of MBSs is denoted by M and the frequency bandwidth shared
by all base stations is assumed to be the same. In this scenario, the “eNB” as a
component of LTE Radio Access Network in the new-generation mobile
networks is called “base station” in order to simply understanding the
scenario. Each base station is powered by both the usual grid and alternative
energy resources (solar energy or wind power) and the base stations can
share the renewal energy among themselves through a smart grid.

Assume that m 2 1; 2; 3; . . . ;M þ 1f g is the mth base station, where in this
notation, the macro cell is indicated with m = 1 (we have only one MBS in each
region) and the other values denote the PBSs. Assume that N is the randomly
distributed UE in the area covered by the network. Each UE is associated with just
one base station. All base stations and UE are represented by single omnidirec-
tional antenna nodes. Also, the general perfect channel state information (CSI) is
assumed to be accessible. The index j 2 1; 2; 3; . . . ;Nf g denotes the jth UE. In
accordance with the NOMA schemes, the signal transmitted by base station m is

sm ¼PN
j¼1 xjm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pjm

p
sjm; where E sjm sjm

� �Hh i
¼ 1;"m; j in which xjm 2 0; 1f g is

the binary index and indicates theUA. xjm ¼ 1 if the jth UEwill be assigned to base
station m and else, xjm ¼ 0. Pjm denotes the assigned downlink transmission
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power and sjm denotes the data flow of the jth user. If UE j is served by base station
m, the signal received by UE will be:

yjm ¼ hjm
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pjm

p
sjm þ hjm

XN
j0¼1;j0�j

xj0m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pj0m

p
sj0m|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

þ
XMþ1

m0¼1;m0�m

hm
0

jm

XN
j0¼1

xj0m0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pj0m0

p
sj0m0

 !
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

þ$o; (1)

where hjm
PN

j0¼1;j0�j xj0m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pj0m

p
sj0m and

PMþ1
m0¼1;m0�m hm

0
jm

PN
j0¼1 xj0m0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pj0m0

p
sj0m0

� �
represent intra-cell and intercell interference, respectively. Also, in this for-
mulation xj0m; xj0m0 2 0; 1f g; parameter hjm is the coefficient of the downlink
channel belonging to the mth base station and includes the propagation path
loss, Rayleigh fading factor, and constant gains of the antennas, hm

0
jm is the

coefficient of the interference-limited channel from base station m0 and �ω0

denotes the Gaussian noise which is calculated as an additive variable. Index
�ω0 has a specified density of power denoted as σ2. In NOMA, it is assumed
that the successive interference cancelation (SIC) ability has been

Figure 1. Structure of cooperative energy multilayered heterogeneous systems powered via
current grid and alternative resources
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implemented for all UE to eliminate intra-cell interference from the signals
of powerful network elements. In the same vein, assuming that km km � Nð Þ
UE exist to organize an association covered by base station m at a specified
time-slot in a same bandwidth, the formulation of the corresponding trans-
mission channel to the interference + noise ratio (CINR) can be expressed as:

h1mj j2
I 2ð Þ
1m þ σ2

� . . . � hjm
�� ��2

I 2ð Þ
jm þ σ2

� . . . � hkmmj j2
I 2ð Þ
kmm

þ σ2
(2)

where intercell interference is denoted as power indicator I 2ð Þ
jm of UE j and the

power of white noise is denoted as σ2. In multicellular NOMA during
resource allocation to user signals, the power allocation algorithm of cell m
should meet constraint of Equation (3).

0 � P1m � . . . � Pjm � . . . � Pkmm ¼
Xkm
j¼1

Pjm ¼ Pm (3)

In this constraint, Pm denotes the total transmission power of the mth base
station and km demonstrates K number of users associated with base station m.
This seems optimal when the requirements of user QoE are satisfied in which, in
order to obtain favorable user experience, more power should be assigned to the
weaker signals and downlink traffic channels under severe interference. In an

exceptional case when considering only one cell, I 2ð Þ
jm ¼ 0; Equation (3) reduces

the order in accordance with the power gain of the channel. Accordingly, based
on Equation (1), by SIC at the jth UE, the throughput can be expressed as:

τjm ¼ Wlog2 1þ γjm

� �
(4)

In Equation (4), W denotes the system frequency bandwidth and γjm repre-
sents the formulation of the signal to interference + noise ratio (SINR) as:

γjm ¼ pjm hjm
�� ��2

hjm
�� ��2Xj�1

j0¼1
Pj0m|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}þ

XMþ1

m0¼1;m0�m
hm

0
jm

��� ���2Pm0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}þσ2

¼ Pjm

I 1ð Þ
jm þ I 2ð Þ

jm þ σ2
� �

= hjm
�� ��2 ; j � km (5)

where I 1ð Þ
jm ¼ hjm

�� ��2Pj�1
j0¼1 Pj0m, I

2ð Þ
jm ¼ PMþ1

m0¼1;m0�m
hm

0
jm

��� ���2Pm0 .

By implementation of SIC, the remaining intra-cell interference can be

denoted as index I 1ð Þ
jm and Pm0 ¼PN

j0¼1 xj0m0Pj0m0 illustrates that the total

transmission power belongs to the mʹth base station. It should be noted
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that while this paper considers a system with a single-carrier frequency
domain, it is easily possible to deploy it in HetNets with multi-carrier air
interfaces by assuming W as the bandwidth of each subcarrier in which
the throughput of the subcarrier can be obtained by multiplying τjm by
the subcarrier indicator. The optimal solution over all subcarriers in the
multicell networks can be achieved iteratively by following the proposed
primal-dual decomposition approach.

2.2 Distributed Activation Energy Model

The power of each base station is provided by both the usual grid energy and
alternative energy (solar energy or wind power) and the cells can share the renewal
energy among themselves. The grid energy received by base stationm is denoted as
Gm. The alternative energy received by base stationm is denoted as Em. The energy
transmitted from base station m to base station m0 is expressed as εmm0 and the
efficiency factor of the transferred power between the base stations is denoted as
βε 2 0; 1½ �. In this regard, 1� βε

� �
denotes the loss of energy during the power

sharing process.
It is assumed that there is no possibility of using a battery because this is

time-consuming and waste of power is inevitable with using such static
storage devices. The energy cooperation and power sharing problems also
are assumed to be independent for each time slot. The length of the time
slots is normalized in order to simplify the framework of correspondence
between power and energy. When power utilization in base station m is
determined, Equation (6) should be satisfied as:

Pm � Gm þ Em

þ βε
XMþ1

m0¼1;m0�m

εm0m|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Receivedpowerfromotherbasestations

�
XMþ1

m0¼1;m0�m

εm0m|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Transferredpowertootherbasestations

(6)

where Pm ¼PN
j ¼1 xj m Pj m expresses the total transmission power by the

mth base station. In Equation (6), using the cooperative energy resource allocation
approach, the level of grid energy consumption will be affected by three items:

● The amount of alternative energy harvested
● The density of the energy transferred
● The power level of transmission

As shown in the equations, the grid energy consumption as the dependent
variable is a function of the alternative energy harvested and the density of
transferred energy, which are not constant values. The functionality of this
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model is significantly different from current systems without the feature of
cooperative energy.

2.3 Problem Formulation

Achieving maximum energy efficiency in the overall HetNet is the target of
this study. In bit/Joule units, this can be defined as:

Energy Efficiency
bits
Joule

	 

¼ Data Transmission Rate Bitsð Þ

Consumed Grid Power Jouleð Þ
The utilization function of the network is defined as:

U x; P; ε;Gð Þ ¼
XMþ1

m¼1

XN
j¼1

xjmτjm

 ! XMþ1

m¼1

Gm

,
(7)

In order to minimize the usage of the grid energy, the amount of alternative
energy harvested should be maximally utilized [4]. The main problem can be
formulated as follows:

P1 : max
x;P;ε;G

u x; P; ε;Gð Þ (8)

s.t. C1:
PMþ1

m¼1 xjmτjm � �τmin;"j;

C2:
PMþ1

m¼1 xjm ¼ 1;"j;

C3 : Pm þ
XMþ1

m0¼1; m0�m

εmm0 � Gm þ Em þ βε
XMþ1

m0¼1; m0�m

εm0m;"m;

C4 :
PN

j¼1 xjmPjm ¼ Pm;"m;

C5: xjm 2 0; 1f g; "j;"m;
C6: Gm � 0; εmm0 � 0;"j;"m;
C7: 0 � Pm � Pm

max; Pjm � 0;"j;"m

In this multi-constraint formulation, X ¼ xjm
� �

, P ¼ pjm
� �

, ε ¼ εmm0½ �,
G ¼ Gm½ �. �τmin denotes the lower bound of the data rate required for UE and
Pmmax denotes the maximum transmission power of base stationm. Constraint C1
guarantees the desired user QoS. Constraints C2 and C5 prevent the UE from
being served by more than one base station. Constraint C3 relates to the power
utilization model. Constraint C4 defines the limits of resource assignment with
NOMA through a specific base station. Inequality C6 demonstrates that the grid
power used and shared power are positive and constraint C7 defines the upper
bound of the transmission power.
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From problem P1 and relevant constraint (C3), it is evident that when a
larger amount of the alternative resource is harvested and transferred
between base stations, the total usage of grid energy in both network layers
will decrease subsequently, which increases the energy efficiency.

3. Fixed-Power Efficient Resource Management

Nonlinear problem P1 is shown as a mixed integer programming framework.
The problem now needs to be formulated so that the transmission power is
assumed to be fixed; hence, the primal problem P1 will be simplified to
problem P2.

P2 : max
x;ε;G

u x; ε;Gð Þ (9)

s.t. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6

The simplified primary problem P2 has discrete modality and is a combination
of several subproblems. To find an efficient solution for P2, an iterative decom-
position approach was applied. Using indicators G and ε, P2 can be modified as:

P2:1 : max
x

U xð Þ (10)

s.t. C1,C2,C4,C5

3.1 Lagrangian Dual Decomposition

Using the goal function, the Lagrangian equation has been formulated to take
the problem constraints (P2.1) into account as:

L x; λ; θð Þ ¼ U xð Þ �
XN
j¼1

λj �τmin �
XMþ1

m¼1

xjmτjm

 !

�
XMþ1

m¼1

θm
XN
j¼1

xjmPjm � Pm

 !
(11)

in which λj and θm are the Lagrange coefficients with positive values. The
dual function can be defined as:

g λ; θð Þ ¼ max
x

L x; λ; θð Þ
s:t: C2;C5


(12)

Using the primal-dual principles, the dual problem can be used to simply
produce the solution. Using P2.1, the dual problem can be defined as shown
in Equation (13) as:

min
λ;θ

g λ; θð Þ (13)
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Using the dual Lagrangian coefficients λj and θm, the optimum value of
parameter x for the Lagrange formula can be calculated as:

x�jm ¼ 1; if m ¼ m�

0; otherwise
;


(14)

where, in Equation (14), m� ¼ argmax
m

μjm

� �
with:

μjm ¼ τjm=
XMþ1

m¼1

Gm þ λjτjm � θmPjm: (15)

The optimal solution in Equation (14) means that subscribers choose base stations
(which supply the maximum achievable throughput) according to the grid power
consumption. Because the goal of the dual function is not differentiable, the sub-
gradient method was applied to achieve the solution λ�; θ�ð Þ with maximum
optimality of the dual problem. This can be expressed as:

λj t þ 1ð Þ ¼ λj tð Þ � δ tð Þ
XMþ1

m¼1

xjmτjm � �τmin

 !" #þ
; (16)

θm t þ 1ð Þ ¼ θm tð Þ � δ tð Þ Pm �
XN
j¼1

xjmPjm

 !" #þ
; (17)

In Equations (16) and (17), a½ �þ ¼ max a; 0f g, t is the indicator of iteration
and δ tð Þ denotes the step size. Of the various step size patterns available, such
as fixed and decreasing step sizes, in this study decreasing step size was
applied as introduced by Zhang [29].

After achieving the optimal values λ�; θ�ð Þ using Equations (16) and (17), the
optimal value of index x will be the response to main problem P2:1. Using the
iterative decomposition method, UA can be designed in both centralized and
decentralized modes, which this is a specific capability of the proposed approach.
The centralized UA system needs an intensive controller which has access to
global CSI and is aware that the subscriber is served by which specific base station.
Based on Algorithm 1, this article suggests a decentralized UA approach in which
there is no requirement for gathered control data. Also, because the convergence
requirements (described in [29]) are satisfied through the proposed algorithm,
convergence is definite. For each iteration, the proposed algorithm has complexity
order O M þ 1ð ÞNð Þ. Convergence of the resource management algorithm
appears to be fast because convergence occurs usually in less than 40 repetitions.
This is significantly less than the Brute Force approach with complexity order

Oð M þ 1ð ÞNÞ. The broadcast operations applied in the proposedmodel have little
effect on the order of time complexity.
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Algorithm 1: Efficient UA Algorithm

3.2 Genetic-based UA Algorithm

Next, a genetic algorithm (GA)-based UA is implemented to solve main problem
P2.1. The aim is to compare the results of proposed Algorithm 1 with genetic-
based approaches. As stated by Abdelaziz [30], a genetic-based algorithm has good
functionality if the number of potential solutions is adequate. In particular, each
chromosome represents a feasible solution which meets the requirements of
problem P2.1 and is formulated as:

Di ¼ m1i½ �; m2i½ �; . . . ; mNi½ �f g; i 2 1; . . . ;Kf g; (18)

In Equation (18), mij denotes the gene for the base station to which UE j is
connected, with a variable amount between interval [1 M+1]. K denotes the
density indicator of the population. In any production process, all chromosomes
will be assessed based on compatibility to allow selection of the most compatible
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chromosomes and generates the most compatible children. In the goal of primal
problem P2.1, the compatibility of chromosome Di is computed as:

Φi Dið Þ ¼ U Dið Þ: (19)

In this evaluation, all chromosomes having rank r are ranked according to their
fitness and compatibility. For a chromosome, the possibility of producing child is

equal to ρs rð Þ ¼ q 1�qð Þr�1

1� 1�qð Þk with predefined value q that has been defined in [30].

During all production stages, a monotonous crossover action with possibility ρc is
applied for generation of a child by exchanging or merging genes using the
generator chromosomes. A monotonous mutation action with probability ρm
has been applied and the generation method is repeated until the highest amount
of production is achieved as shown in Algorithm 2. Considering the highest
amount of production and a constant population density equal to K, the compu-
tational complexity order of the proposed framework is equal to O ΩKlog Kð Þð Þ.
The performance of the UA based on genetic-based algorithm depends upon the
number of generations and the size of the population [30]. The simulation results
confirm that the effectiveness of Algorithm 1 is greater than genetic-based
Algorithm 2. Also, it is revealed that when the density of the population in the
GA is not sufficient, it has lower computational complexity.

Algorithm 2: Genetic-based UA

The aforesaid approach obtains an optimal UA framework for P2.1. By
achieving the optimal value of UA X ¼ ½x�jm], parameters G; εð Þ are achiev-
able according to linear-based programming (LP) method in Equation (20):
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P2:2 : min
ε;G

XMþ1

m¼1

Gm (20)

s.t. C3.C6.
P2:2 is effectively solvable by applying software tools, such as CVX tool.

If power sharing is not permitted, as for εmm0 ¼ 0;"m; the optimal
amount of grid requested power (G) is for P2.2 based on UA solution
X ¼ ½x�jm]. This can be calculated using Equation (21) as:

G�
m ¼ Pm � Em½ �þ; (21)

where Pm ¼PN
j¼1 x

�
jmPjm.

Using the solutions obtained for subproblems P2.1 and P2.2, Algorithm 3
is introduced as an optimal framework for solving P2 iteratively.

Algorithm 3: Fixed-Power Efficient Resource Management

4. Efficient Resource Management with Dynamic Power Control

The goal of this subsection is providing a formal framework for resource-alloca-
tion optimization problem with the perspective of dynamic power control
mechanism. We tried to apply an efficient resource management algorithm to
joint optimal power allocation and UA techniques to achieve the maximum
degree of energy efficiency for the whole system in which the QoE parameters
are assumed to be bounded duringmulticell multicast sessions. The solution of the
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introduced problem in a scenario with dynamic transmission power is an
improved decentralized algorithm that supplies effective UA. The model then
modified to develop joint multilayered resource control and UA that can distin-
guish the service pattern in cooperative energy heterogeneous systems with
NOMA to obtain more resource optimality. We have formulized the problem as
the following:

max
X;P

X
i

X
j

xij

log
Wlog2 1þSINRijð ÞP

k2Uxkj

	 

UP X; Pð Þ (22)

C1: UP X; Pð Þ ¼ P
j
Pcj þ

P
i

P
j
xijpij � ψ

P
i

P
j

P
m2B xijpij gjm

�� ��2
C2:

P
j xij ¼ 1;"i 2 U

C3:
P

i xij ¼ kj;"j 2 B

C4:
P

i xijpij � pmax;"j 2 B

C5:
P

j xijcij � Rt;"i 2 U

C6: xij � 0; 0 � kj � NU ;"i 2 U ; and"j 2 B

C7:
P

i

P
k2B;k�j xijpkjgkj � ij;"j 2 B

In this formulation, X ¼Δ xij
� �

U�B
and P ¼Δ pij

� �
U�B

demonstrate UA and
resource allocation matrix, respectively.

C8 : 0 � xij � 1; ;"i 2 U ;"j 2 B (23)

The decomposition method used for the indicated goal function is based on
Lagrangian formulation.

L xij
� �

; pij
� �

; μ; λ; υ; τ
� � ¼Pi2U

P
j2U xij

log
Wlog2

1þSINRijð ÞP
k2U xkj

	 

UP X;Pð Þ

þ
X

j2B μj Kj �
X

i2U xij
� �

þ
X

j2B λj Pmax �
X

i2U xijpij
� �

þ
X

i2U vi
X

j2B xijcij � Rt

� �
þ
X

j2B τjðIj �
X

i2U
X

k2B;k�j
xijpkjgkjÞ (24)

where, in this formulation the Lagrangian coefficients are defined as:

μ ¼ μ1; μ2; . . . ; μB
� �T

, λ ¼ λ1; λ2; . . . ; λB½ �T , υ ¼ ν1; ν2; . . . ; νB½ �T , and

τ ¼ τ1; τ2; . . . ; τB½ �T . Also, we define the dual problem as the following:

D μ; λ; υ; τð Þ ¼ max
X;P

Lð xij
� �

; pij
� �

; μ; λ; υ; τ (25)

So, the Lagrangian formula can be changed to Equation (26)

min
μ;λ;υ

D μ; λ; υ; τð Þ: (26)
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3.1 Dual Decomposition

For problem simplicity and decreasing the complexity of the scheme, the goal
problem has been divided to two subproblems. The main problem will be
solved if we can find the optimal solutions for these two independent subpro-
blems. In this regard, the problem (22) can be considered as the following.

max
X;P

X
i

X
j

xij
log Wlog2 1þ SINRij

� �� �
UP X; Pð Þ �

X
i

Kj
log Kj
� �

UP X;Pð Þ

( )
(27)

Note that the mentioned condition (C1) is used to find the solution for both
separated subproblems. So, the dual decomposition approach is introduced as

min
μ;λ;υ;τ

D μ; λ; υ; τð Þ ¼ fX;P μ; λ; υ; τð Þ þ gk; p μ; λ; υ; τð Þ (28)

where

fX;P μ; λ; υ; τð Þ ¼

max
x:p

P
i

P
j
xij

log Wlog2 1þSINRijð Þ½ �
UP X;Pð Þ �P

i

P
j
xij μj þ λjpij � vicij
� �

�P
i

P
j
xijτj

P
k2B;k�j pkjgkj

( )
s:t:
P
j
xij ¼ 1

0 � xij � 1Up X; Pð Þ ¼P
j
pcj þ

P
i

P
j
xijpj � ψ

P
i

P
j

P
m2B

xijpij gjm
�� ��2

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(29)

ik;pðμ; λ; ν; τÞ ¼
max
x:p

P
j μjKj þ λjPmax �

P
i νiRt þ τjIj

� �
�Pi Kj

logðKjÞ
UPðX;PÞ

n o
s:t:Kj � NU

UPðX; PÞ ¼
P

j Pcj þ
P

i

P
j xijPij � ψ

P
i

P
j

P
m2B xijpij gjm

�� ��2
8>><
>>:

(30)

By considering (X, P) and μ; λ; υð Þ, the main problem indicated in Equation
(22) with condition (23) will be modified to (29) and (30). Thus, the original
problem in (22) under condition (23) is transformed into subproblems (29)
and (30). In order to solve this modified form of the problem we used sub-
gradient approach which is shown as Equation (31)

@fX;P μ; λ; υ; τð Þ
@xij

¼ log Wlog2 1þ SINRij
� �� �

UP X; Pð Þ � μj � λjPij þ Vicij

� τj
X

k2B;k�j
Pkjgkj (31)

The optimal value of Equation (27) is achievable by considering xij
� �

of the
formulation (19) which can be expressed as
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xij ¼ 1; if j ¼ j�

0; if j�j�


(32)

Where

j� ¼ argmax
j

log Wlog2 1þ SINRij
� �� �

UP X; Pð Þ � λj tð ÞPij tð Þ � μj tð Þ þ Vi tð Þcij � τj tð Þ
X

k2B;k�j
pkj tð Þgkj

	 

(33)

This algorithm is iterative and we can claim that the decision relevant to user
service level and base station utility will be made in K’th iteration which the value
of K is achievable by sub-gradient solving Equation (30) as indicated in (34)

Kj t þ 1ð Þ ¼ e
μj tð ÞUp tð Þ X;Pð Þ�1

h i
(34)

In this formulation, kj will be used by base stations for UA. Also, for
updating the Lagrangian coefficients we used sub-gradient methods as
expressed in the following formulations.

μj t þ 1ð Þ ¼ μj tð Þ � δ1 tð Þ: Kj tð Þ �
X

i
xij tð Þ

� �
(35)

λj t þ 1ð Þ ¼ λj tð Þ � δ2 tð Þ: Pmax �
X

i
xij tð Þij tð Þ

� �
(36)

vi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ vi tð Þ � δ3 tð Þ:
X

j
xij tð Þcij � Rt

� �
(37)

τj t þ 1ð Þ ¼ τj tð Þ � δ4 tð Þ: Ij �
X

i

X
k2B;k�j

xij tð Þpkj tð Þgkj
� �

(38)

The step sizes are defined as δ1 tð Þ; δ2 tð Þ; δ3 tð Þ and δ4 tð Þ. The optimal value
of mentioned dual Lagrangian problem will be achievable via obtaining the
updated values of the Lagrangian coefficients μj tð Þ; λj tð Þ; vi tð Þ and τj tð Þ by
formulations (35)–(38).

3.2 Energy Efficiency and Power Allocation

We applied the Newton–Raphson method for obtaining the optimal solution
of the mentioned efficient power allocation problem. In this regard, the main
problem (Equation 24) can be adjusted as:

f pij
� � ¼X

i2U
X

j2B xij
loge

log2 1þSINRð Þ
Kj

� �
pcj þ 1�Pm2Bψ:xij gjm

�� ��2� �
:Pij

þ
X

j2B λj pmax �
X

i2U xijPij
� �

(39)
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In this formulation if subscriber i be associated with base station j, xij is
assumed to be equal to 1. Also, the first and second derivation order of the
power formulation (39) can be exhibited as Equations (40) and (41).

@f
@pij

¼Pj2U
P

j2B
SINR pcjþ 1�

P
m2B ψ:xij gjmj j2

� �
pij

� �
in2 pcjþ 1�

P
m2B ψ:xij gjmj j2

� �
pij

� �2 : 1
pij 1þSINRð Þlog2 1þSINRð Þ �

P
i2U
P

j2B
1�
P

m2B ψ:xij gjmj j2
� �

pijÞloge log2 1þSINRð Þ
Kj

� �
pcjþ 1�

P
m2B ψ:xij gjmj j2

� �
pij

� �2 �Pj2Bλj

(40)

@2f
@pij

¼
X
i2U

X
i2B

SINR

ðpcj þ 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2� �

pijÞpijIn2
� �SINR � 1þ In2 � log2 1þ SINRð Þ� �
In2 pij 1þ SINRð Þ2 log2 1þ SINRð Þ� �2

�
X
i2U

X
i2B

SINR

ðpcj þ 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2� �

pijÞpijIn2
�
SINR � 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm

�� ��2� �
In2 pij 1þ SINRð Þlog2 1þ SINRð Þ

�
X
i2U

X
i2B

2 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2� �

ðpcj þ 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2� �

pijÞ
3 �

SINR � pcj þ 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2� �

� pij
� �
In2 pij 1þ SINRð Þlog2 1þ SINRð Þ

�
X
i2U

X
i2B

2 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2� �

ðpcj þ 1�Pm2B ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2� �

pijÞ
3 � 1�

X
m2B

ψ � xij gjm
�� ��2 !

� loge
log2 1þ SINRð Þ

Kj

	 


(41)

It should be noted that the parameter pij will be updated in each iteration as
Equation (42).

pij t þ 1ð Þ ¼ pij tð Þ þ δ4ðtÞΔpij (42)

where in this formulation, δ4 tð Þ denotes the step size. Also, Δpij is defined as:

Δpij ¼
@f
@pij

��� ���
@2f
@pij2

��� ��� (43)

Considering the QoS constraint indicated in previous formulations, the
minimum transmission power is achievable via the following relation.

´

pij ¼
Iij
gij

2Rt � 1
� �

(44)

If pij <
´

pij; then pij ¼ ´

pij

The control of the total consumable power and its impact on UA is done by
adjustment on transmit power variable. Actually, with adjusting the value of the
power variable, the total consuming power will be modified correspondingly. In
this framework, as soon as convergence of the power control algorithm, themodel
will obtain a suboptimal load-balanced condition which in this condition UA is
done intelligently right based on the network load distribution. So, system can
handover the traffic from congested microcell to the neighbors low-load
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femtocells. Using this approach, the possibility of occurring the congestion will be
reduced and the UA is stablished with better level of SINR.

3.3 Iterative Gradient Algorithm

In the following, an efficient distributed gradient method, which is shown as
Algorithm 4, is suggested to obtain the targeted UA. The targeted UA is done
under constraints of (23). It should be noted that in order to decrease the
computational complexity and quick convergence, Newton’s method is
applied for updating the parameter pij.

Algorithm 4: Optimal Gradient Algorithm
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3.4 Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity of the suggested approach has been investi-
gated in this part. It is obvious, there is needed O B� Uð Þ mathematical
operations for UA relations among base stations and subscribers during each
iteration. Also, degree of O B� Uð Þ complexity is imposed on the network by
implementation of power assignment algorithm and it is assumed that find-
ing optimal solution of the formulation (22) needs to I iteration. In this
model, each subscriber selects a base station which be able to satisfy its QoS
constraints, for example, throughput level. So, each subscriber should be in
communication with all neighbor base stations. Also, from the base station
side, each base station should update the list μj based on the network load

reports and the achievable requested data rate. In this regard, the Lagrangian
coefficients μj tð Þ and λj tð Þ need to O Bð Þ mathematical operations, and

vineeds O Uð Þ order of complexity. So, the overall degree of computational
complexity of Algorithm 4 is equal to O I 2BU þ 3Bþ Uð Þð Þ.

5. Simulation Results

This section presents the simulation results for different scenarios to illus-
trate the effectiveness and complexity of the suggested approach in compar-
ison with previous schemes. The entry rate of the alternative energy (solar
energy or wind power) will be modified gradually in real systems while it is
fixed in a time slot. The power level harvested by a MBS and PBS is assumed
to be constant and the same level of alternative energy is allocated to each
pico cell in each time slot.

For simplicity, analysis of the simulation, the proposed algorithms are
assumed to be independent of the distribution of alternative energy. Time-
slotted Rayleigh/Rician fading in a slight mobility environment is applied
because UA is usually done in large-scale timing mode and slow fading can
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be neglected [27]. Furthermore, pico cells and UE are identically distributed
for the coverage of each macro cell. Table 1 shows the major simulation
parameters.

5.1 Fixed-Power Optimal UA

This section presents the various UA algorithms with constant transmission
power. This system does not use power control at the base stations. Using the
power allocation formulation of NOMA systems in Equation (3), the total
transmission power at each base station is Pm ¼ Pmmax. A progressive resource
allocation pattern is used for simplicity. For example, the transmission power

of subscriber signaling is Pjm ¼ 2j
km 1þkmð Þ Pm; j 2 1; 2; 3; . . . ; kmf g; when km

subscribers have been added to the independent power domain of sector m.
The target is to analyze the performance of various UA approaches based on
coverage level and signal quality using an identical power allocation state.
The functionality of the proposed algorithm is compared with conventional
UA using reference signal received power (RSRP).

Figure 2 shows the power efficiency versus UE density assuming the number
of pico cells is 8 (M = 8) and given power transfer efficiency index βε ¼ 0:9. The
minimum acceptable QoS constraint is assumed to be �τmin ¼ 0:1 bits/s/Hz. The
amount of energy picked up by the MBSs and PBSs is 36 and 26 dBm,
respectively. The highest production by the genetic-based UA is 10, q = 0.1
and ρc ¼ ρm ¼ 0:4. According to the results, it is obvious that the proposed UA
approach with NOMA is more energy-efficient than previous schemes.

Energy efficiency improved with an increase in the amount of UE due to
gains in multiuser diversity. Each subscriber experiences a certain amount of
path loss and fading and more UE with less path loss increased the total
energy efficiency. The results indicate that NOMA outperformed orthogonal
cases. With the use of the genetic-based UA, power efficiency slowly
increased corresponding with the growth of the amount of UE because the
efficiency of the genetic-based algorithm depends on user density [30].
However, assuming high user density (i.e. K = 200 in the network coverage
area) any acceptable solution for a GA is not achievable because with a high
density of UE more potential solutions are required [30].

Table 1. Effective Simulation parameters
Parameters Values

Network bandwidth 4*5 MHz
Noise power -250 dBm/Hz
Cell radius 200-3000 m
Path loss level of macro cells 128:1þ 37:6log10d kmð Þ
Path loss level of pico cells 128:1þ 37:6log10d kmð Þ
Maximum transmission power - macro cells 42 dBm
Maximum transmission power - pico cells 30 dBm
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Figure 3 shows the power efficiency versus the density of PBSs for UE at N
= 50 and power transfer efficiency index βε ¼ 0:9. The minimum acceptable
QoS constraint was determined to be �τmin ¼ 0:1 bits/s/Hz and the power
accrued by the MBSs and pico cells was 36 and 26 dBm, respectively. The

Figure 3. Comparison of user association schemes from energy efficiency viewpoint VS #Pico
base stations

Figure 2. Comparison of user association schemes from energy efficiency viewpoint
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highest production of the GA is 10, q = 0.1 and ρm ¼ ρc ¼ 0:4. The results
illustrate the proposed UA approach using NOMA obtained a higher spectral
efficiency than the conventional cases. The proposed UA algorithm out-
performed the RSRP-based UA and this gap in efficiency was larger after
deploying more PBSs because the proposed UA obtained more base station
density gain [28]. For the genetic-based algorithm UA approach with a
density of K = 600 distributed users in the network coverage area, the
number of solutions was lower with high pico cell density [30].

Figure 4 denotes the power efficiency versus density of base stations assum-
ing the amount of UE to be N = 60. The power transfer efficiency index was set
at βε ¼ 0:9. The minimum acceptable QoS constraint was determined to be
�τmin ¼ 1 bits/s/Hz. The level of energy picked up by the macro cells and pico
cells is 36 and 26 dBm, respectively. It is evident that energy efficiency increased
quickly as the number of PBSs increased using the proposed power control
algorithm in NOMA mode. The proposed algorithm outperformed the con-
ventional schemes but also, this gap of efficiency will be larger by deploying
more pico cells. This improvement shows that the proposed resource control
approach can gain more base station densification and effectively eliminate
intercell interference. When the density of pico cells is lower than normal,
NOMA with FTPA can achieve better performance than the conventional
orthogonal case, because NOMA offers superior spectral efficiency. With
FTPA, NOMA cannot increase power efficiency simply by adding more PBSs.
This occurs because more UE will be handed over to the pico cells according to

Figure 4. Comparison of resource allocation strategies from energy efficiency viewpoint VS #Pico
base stations
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effect of the stronger intercell interference. Under these conditions, more
transmission power should be allocated to each user-stream to overcome
intercell interference. As shown in subsection 4.1, the FTPA at α ¼ 0 increases
energy efficiency than at α ¼ 0: because user streams with weaker channel
quality (degraded CINR) would be assigned more resources in the FTPA
scheme at α ¼ 0:7, which decreases the overall data rate with a similar power
consumption pattern.

5.2 Outage Probability

We have evaluated our approach in comparison with other schemes from the
view point of outage probability in various conditions with different signal-to-
noise ratio. In this regard, we divided all area to some sections with distinct SNR
level in which SNR interval is from 10 to 50 dB. For more explanation of the
achieved result, we can mention that the evaluation has been done in two modes
so that Gamma denotes congestion level. Based on this scenario, we will face to
lower outage level when the network congestion is lower.

As it is obvious in this assessment (Figure 5), our suggested UA with power
control has the best result. Also, orthogonal-based UA scheme gives better result
than Fixed power allocation scheme which is introduced as a static approach.

5.3 Interference Coordination through NOMA HetNets

In comparison with the single-cell orthogonal system, the effect of intercell
interference on resource allocation in the double-layer NOMA HetNets is
considerable. In this regard, we have evaluated the algorithm efficiency in
interference-limited condition. Figure 6 shows that the level of harvested
energy is very different based on changes in alternative energy resources.

Figure 5. Comparison of outage probability of cell edge users VS SNR (dB)
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Also, conventional fixed power schemes cannot use any kind of energy
except grid resources so we expect that the pattern of energy consumption
of these schemes remains constant as conditions change. But as it is obvious,
the achieved energy efficiency of the NOMA controlled power is better than
OMA fixed power mode. It should be noted that Figure 6 is relevant to the
functionality of only one base station and this difference will be completely
considerable when we consider total consumed energy of network.

5.4 Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity of the suggested approach has been investi-
gated in this part. It is obvious, there is needed O B� Uð Þ mathematical
operations for UA relations among base stations and subscribers during each
iteration. Also, degree of O B� Uð Þ complexity is imposed on the network by
implementation of power assignment algorithm and it is assumed that find-
ing optimal solution of the formulation (22) needs to I iteration. In this
model, each subscriber selects a base station which be able to satisfy its QoS
constraints, for example, throughput level. So, each subscriber should be in
communication with all neighbor base stations. Also, from the base station
side, each base station should update the list μj based on the network load

reports and the achievable requested data rate. In this regard, the Lagrangian
coefficients μj tð Þ and λj tð Þ need to O Bð Þ mathematical operations, and

vineeds O Uð Þ order of complexity. So, the overall degree of computational
complexity of Algorithm 4 is equal to O I 2BU þ 3Bþ Uð Þð Þ.

Figure 6. Comparison of power consumption in the simulation time interval
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In comparison with other schemes, we can conclude that the complex-
ity of our scheme is somehow more than the degree of complexity in
Fixed Power OMA/NOMA algorithms but these little changes are not
considerable. Also, GA introduced in part 3 has the highest degree of
computational complexity because of so many high-order logical opera-
tions. Also, further investigation about the comparison among the degree
of computational complexity of various algorithms is introduced as future
work of this research.

6. Conclusion and Future Research Directions

In order to achieve the effective resource management, we suggested a
novel approach to joint optimal power allocation and UA techniques in
which cells are powered via a common grid network and alternative
energy resources. This research focuses on resource assignment in
energy-cooperated heterogeneous systems with NOMA so that the QoE
indexes are assumed to be bounded during multicell multicast sessions.
The solution to the introduced problem has been developed to a mixed-
integer programming framework in which the goal function is solved
based on a Lagrangian convex optimization method by considering UA
constraints. The effectiveness of the suggested approach has been con-
firmed by the numerical results and we compared the complexity of the
proposed model to those of the conventional schemes. Also, the results
reveal that NOMA can provide greater energy efficiency than OMA in
heterogeneous wireless networks.

For future works, researcher can consider other UA optimization
schemes in multicell NOMA systems such as symmetric, proportional,
and max/min fairness are recommended. Furthermore, imperfect global
CSI has a considerable effect on the likelihood of outages and the average
throughput in NOMA. Interference coordination is other main issue
which has severe impaction on radio performance which should be elimi-
nated in two-sided communications through uplink/downlink transmis-
sions. For decreasing the fading effect, smart selection of transmission
mode and the kind of using MIMO technology with non-orthogonal
networks is recommended for future important research to enhance
energy efficiency in which MIMO-based non-orthogonal systems, inter-
UE interference decreases effectiveness. So, finding ways of decreasing
inter-user interference appears to be necessary. Finally, joint resource
control and UA solutions in multicell non-orthogonal systems have not
been deployed, especially in MIMO-based system and more research effort
should be devoted to this subject.
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